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Abstract Graphs are widely used to model complex entities in many applications including bio-informatics, chemical compounds, road networks, social networks, pattern recognition etc. Managing such large amount of graph data in these domains is a very challenging problem. A fundamental and critical query primitive is to efficiently index and perform similarity search on a large collection of graphs. Similarity search of complex structures is an important operation in graph-related applications since exact matching is often too restrictive Many techniques have been proposed to support similarity search which are based on the graph edit distance. In this paper, we study the problem of graph similarity search, and different techniques which retrieve graphs that are similar to a given query graph under the constraint of the minimum edit distance.
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1. Introduction Recently there has been rapid growth in use of graphs as data models, such as protein –protein interaction in bio-informatics, chemical compounds, road networks, social networks, pattern recognition. Similarity search over a large data set of graphs is a fundamental and crucial issue in graph based application. For example, the cities in the road network can be considered as vertices of the graph and the roads connecting these cities can be considered as edges across the corresponding vertices In similarity search, we look for graphs in a database which are similar to a query graph. Two graphs are said to be similar to each other by judging the size of their maximum common subgraph. Sequential searching over a large data set of graphs introduces a huge computational cost. Due to low efficiency of sequential search, another search method is employed called as a filter-and verification method, to speed up the search efficiency of graph similarity matching over a graph set and an index can be used on the graph data set to filter and reduce the candidates. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the research work related to this paper, Section 3 presents the K- adjacent tree index and filtering principle based on the concept of K-adjacent tree. Section 4 concludes the paper
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2. Related Work Sequential scan is extremely costly, because one has access the whole database in one by one fashion. Also subgraph isomorphism is an NP-complete problem. Thus, filter-and-verification method is employed to speed up the search efficiency of graph similarity search over a graph data set. Here, firstly one generates a set of candidates that satisfy necessary conditions of the edit distance constraints, and then verify them with edit distance computation. Since the filtering is the main phase to improve the search efficiency, a lot of indexing techniques are proposed recently to speed up the filtering phase. Most of this research work can be categorized into two groups; frequent-subgraph based indexing and graph-decomposition based indexing. Yan et al. introduce a novel indexing technique G-Index based on frequent subgraph patterns. It makes use of frequent subgraph structures as the basic indexing features. Shang et al. propose a novel indexing technique QuickSI to efficiently compute verification phase for testing subgraph isomorphism. Cheng et al. propose a nested inverted-index called FG-index to avoid candidate verification by exploiting frequent subgraphs and edges as indexing features. Frequent-sub graph-based indexing methods have two main shortcomings: The effectiveness and efficiency of such kind of methods depend on the quality of selected features and it is difficult to construct and maintain the index because the frequent subgraph mining algorithm usually takes a very long time to compute. Williams et al. have developed three kinds of graph decomposition schemas, Clique Decomposition, Modular Decomposition, and Node Label Decomposition (NLD) to decompose a graph dataset, and to describe the results of a graph decomposition, Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are constructed and a Graph Decomposition Index (GDI) is proposed to support graph similarity search. Tian and Patel have proposed an indexing method by incorporating graph structural information in a hybrid index structure called NH-index. Graph decomposition indexing methods suffer from two main drawbacks: They have to enumerate all connected sub graphs, and therefore, complexity of graph decomposition is exponential to the graph size that is being decomposed and the frequency information existing in the graph decomposition results is not utilized for improving the efficiency of graph similarity search. In this paper, a novel graph decomposition method called k-Adjacent Tree (k-AT) is introduced. This method is inspired by the idea of “Q-Gram” from string matching. A graph is decomposed into a set of kAdjacent Trees and the decomposed results are indexed by a k-AT index. A lower bound of the edit distance between graphs is derived and used for filtering graphs. This guarantees the absence of false negatives. This method incorporates both graph decomposition methods and frequent subgraph methods



3. k-Adjacent Tree Index So far, we have studied different indexing techniques now we will discuss how to use k-Adjacent tree pattern decomposition for lower bound estimation. This indexing method uses the idea of Q-Grams index which is used in string matching. To avoid the structural complexity of graph patterns, we use adjacent tree patterns for index construction. Adjacent tree is able to preserve its structural information well. It is much faster to do similarity search on adjacent tree than on graph grams. The following figure shows representation of the k-adjacent tree for a given graph.
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Fig. 1(b) Representation as k-adjacent tree 3.1 k-AT Index implementation Firstly we generate all the k-ATs of each graph in the graph data set and store them in a table. For a query graph Q, we also generate its k-ATs, and for each graph G in the data set we calculate the number of common k-ATs of Q and G. Then we use inequality (1) given below to check whether graph G belongs to the candidate set of the query or not. |Candk|=|{G|G ∈ D,| k-ATS(Q) ∩ k-ATS(G)| ≥ |V(G)| - €.δ(G)k}|



(1)



The following figure represents a basic block diagram for the system.



Fig. 1 Block diagram of system.
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3.2 Performance Evaluation In this section we compare the query processing and filtering performance of k-AT method with frequent subgraph based indexing and graph decomposition based indexing. FG-index is a kind of frequent subgraph based indexing and DAG index is a kind of graph decomposition based indexing. K-AT index is a combination of both frequent subgraph based indexing method and graph decomposition based indexing method, so we choose these two indexing techniques to compare with our system. After comparing these three indexing techniques, observations were as follows: DAG has worst filtering performance and k-AT has almost the same filtering capacity as the FG index but k-AT is slightly better than FG index. And observations for query processing performance show that k-AT is far superior to FG index and DAG. This is because FG index and DAG invoke a lot of subgraph isomorphism test operations while k-AT invokes subtree isomorphism test operation. The cost of subtree isomorphism test is much faster than that of the subgraph isomorphism test.



4. Conclusions We evaluate the global similarity between the graphs by decomposing them into smaller pieces (k-ATs) and pairing up these pieces. k-AT records more structured information than a normal graph decomposition based indexing method and also maintaining the simple structure of tree. This gives us a method for indexing and candidate filtering for similarity search in a graph data set. Also experimental results evince that when applied to large graph data set filtering on k-AT index can be both fast and accurate.
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